Army Athletics Boosts IT Network
for Game Time
When Army Athletics’ information technology infrastructure didn’t have the bandwidth needed to support
the hundreds of high-power users, including media, coaches and administrative personnel, the Army
Athletics Association (AAA) sought a reliable solution that would allow for secure, uninterrupted, highspeed Wi-Fi, that was scalable and came with powerful management tools. AAA engaged Sharp for their
information technology upgrade to improve the athletic department’s overall network performance
and efficiency.
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Proven Results
With a completely rebuilt network, the organization realized
immediate productivity improvements and nearly eliminated
downtime. AAA’s Network Operations Center (NOC) support is
provided to help manage the 20 switches, 2 firewalls and 67 Wi-Fi
access points across the 10+ buildings, dozens of staff offices,
8 gates, locker rooms, training rooms, concession stands, practice
fields and the security tower. Since broadcasters required secure
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Challenges
y

Unreliable, and in some areas non-existent, Wi-Fi

y

No network management visibility

y

No ability to scale to offer new services

y

Needed to support broadcasting and live streaming

y

Extremely large and structurally challenging service area to cover

access to connect their video or audio streaming equipment for
events, Sharp has also provided managed firewall services.
For the first time, coaches have internet on the field, the sidelines
and on the practice fields and the media was able to live stream
and broadcast from anywhere on the campus.

Solutions
y

Networking Hardware: Brocade core switches, Ruckus access points

y

Ruckus SmartZone management and CloudPath web authentication

y

24 x 7 Network monitoring and management

y

Network Operations Center (NOC) support

y

Local team for local support plus national helpdesk

y

Enhanced firewall services

“Sharp built out a true network infrastructure

Results

that interconnects all of the buildings around

y

Improved overall visibility into the network

y

Increased uptime

y

Faster overall network speeds and better coverage

y

Reliable IT support with quick response times

y

Ongoing network management provided by a dedicated Sharp team

our stadium and we’ve seen drastic improvements.”
— Nick DeGennaro
AAA’s Information Technology Supervisor
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